
REDTREE CAPITAL SUSTAINABILITY RISK POLICY 
AND ESG 

According to Article 3 of the Disclosure Regulation (Regulation EU 2019/2088), Financial market 
participants shall publish on their websites information about their policies on the integration of 
sustainability risks in their investment decision‐making process.  

The purpose of this document is to present:  

 How RedTree Capital policies integrate sustainability risks into their investment decision-
making process.  

 A statement on the due diligence policies with respect to Principal Adverse Impacts, in 
line with Article 4 of the Disclosure Regulation (Regulation EU 2019/2088), describing 
the following elements: 
- Information about RedTree policies on the identification and prioritisation of principal 

adverse sustainability impacts and indicators 
- A description of the principal adverse sustainability impacts and of any actions taken 

or, where relevant, planned in this respect 
- Brief summaries of engagement policies in accordance with Article 3g of Directive 

2007/36/EC  
- A reference to RedTree adherence to responsible business conduct codes and 

internationally recognised standards for due diligence and reporting and, where 
relevant, the degree of alignment with the objective of the Paris Agreement. 

The policy is based on the principle of dual materiality:  

a. Sustainability risk occurs when there is an environmental, social or governance event or 
situation that, if it occurs, could have a significant negative impact on the value of an 
investment  

b. Principal adverse impacts, on the other hand, are the adverse impacts of investment 
decisions from an environmental, social or governance perspective  

RedTree Capital is an investment manager that acquires, develops and leases real estate assets in 
the Greater Paris region. Our priority is to maximise returns for fund investors. We achieve this 
by acquiring assets with significant upside potential, and undertake refurbishment and 
redevelopment activities to produce efficient, high quality assets that maintain and increase their 
value and marketability. Throughout this process, care is taken to achieve an optimal balance 
between financial returns and sustainability. 

1. RedTree resources and organization  

The Sustainability Team is composed of two experts who are working on the effective integration 
of ESG within RedTree Capital’s operation and investment. The top management of RedTree 
Capital is directly involved as Agnes Defix – Head of Asset Management – is leading the agenda 



on ESG issues. The team also engages with dedicated experts, such as JLL Upstream Sustainability 
Services.  

Quarterly meetings are held to provide input to the global sustainability strategy and monitor 
progress. 

2. Identified Sustainability risks  

ESG and sustainability factors can have a significant impact on the value of the portfolio.   

We believe that all of these factors deserve to be taken into account in the same way as traditional 
financial indicators to obtain a more complete view of the value, risk and potential performance 
of investments. 

2.1 Environmental risks 

Identified risks: 

- Pollution risks  
- Asbestos risks 
- Flood risks  
- Transition risks related to energy regulations 

 
2.2 Social risks 

Identified risks:  

- Risks related to pandemics and remote work 
- Safety risks 

 
2.3 Governance risks 

Identified risks:  

- Corruption risks  
 

3. RedTree ESG policy and strategy 

RedTree is committed to considering ESG characteristics and sustainability goals across its overall 
organization.  

These factors are considered by the teams through:  

- RedTree Risk Management Policy  
- RedTree Investment Process 
- RedTree ESG Policy 
- RedTree code of ethics  

 
3.1 RedTree Investment Restriction 



RedTree refuses to deal with tenants it considers unethical or having negative impacts. RedTree 
will not invest in a Real Estate Property where a tenant / sign a lease agreement with a tenant 
that: 

(a) contributes to or is responsible for material and/or systematic violations of 
the human rights that are specified by the UN Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights or labour rights as specified by the UN/International Labour 
Organisation core conventions as set out at www.ilo.org (e.g. murder, 
torture, deprivation of liberty, forced labour, child labour or other form of 
child exploitation); 

(b) is associated with material and/or systematic corruption;  

(c) is involved in prostitution and/or the sex industry; 

(d) derives any of its sales revenue (measured as of the date of such investment) 
from (i) the manufacture and/or sale of weapons exclusively developed for 
military use, portable firearms, or weapons of mass destruction (including 
chemical, biological and nuclear weapons) (other than the manufacture, 
distribution or sale of computer technology, communications equipment, 
software, medical supplies, vaccines or similar items), (ii) the production of 
adult entertainment or subcontracting adult entertainment industry or 
distributing adult entertainment material, or (iii) mining of coal or coal 
mining subcontracting or the production or distribution of coal-based 
energy; 

(e) derives more than 50% of its most recently completed fiscal year’s annual 
consolidated sales revenue (measured as of the date of such investment) 
from (i) the manufacturing and/or distribution alcohol fit for human 
consumption, (ii) gambling, or (iii) manufacturing, subcontracting or 
distribution of war materials.   

 
3.2  ESG policy and strategy at Asset Level  

RedTree Capital acquires real estate assets across the Greater Paris region with significant value-
creation potential. Through intensive asset repositioning and ongoing management, we aim to 
deliver strong financial returns balanced with improvements to the environmental and social 
performance of our assets for the benefit of investors, tenants, building users and communities. 

We achieve this though an investment strategy that incorporates a wider evaluation of investment 
risk and return objectives. Sustainability is therefore embedded in the company’s investment 
strategy and business model covering the property lifecycle, including investment analysis, due 
diligence and the redevelopment and management of assets. 

Acquisitions 

Prior to the acquisition of an asset, the investment team conducts a technical due diligence audit 
that analyses a wide range of ESG risks and their potential impact on investment returns.  



The audit draws on available property data and specialist input gathered from external 
consultants. ESG factors included in this assessment cover the asset’s environmental profile taking 
into consideration its fabric, mechanical, electrical and plumbing services, through to conformity 
with fire safety standards and disabled access.  

The audits inform our asset repositioning activities. CAPEX requirements are assessed, and a 
detailed business plan is created for the property. This includes the steps required to bring the 
assets’ environmental performance into line with current legislation, most significantly the Décret 
Tertiaire, as well as any green building certifications that we may target. 

Refurbishments and Developments 

During our refurbishment and development activities, RedTree Capital targets improvements to 
the operational performance of assets, for example with respect to energy efficiency and green 
building certifications where this aligns with the investment strategy for each property and our 
legal obligations. 

In many developments, it makes good sense to align CAPEX with the requirements of BREEAM 
‘Good’, ‘Very Good’ or ‘Excellent’ criteria. This is because the best environmental practices in 
areas such as energy efficiency align with regulatory expectation, and result in cost reductions 
for the business, as they do for tenants and buyers, who are increasingly focused on total 
occupancy costs.  

Asset Management 

Asset management strategies is driven largely by legislative requirements, primarily at an EU-
level, but also on a national level with a focus on increasing energy efficiency and monitoring 
assets’ performance in relation to energy consumption.  

We also undertake a broader consideration of wider ESG-related risks and opportunities relating 
to health and safety, occupier wellbeing and community needs. To this end, RedTree Capital 
works with service providers and advisers who have a proven track record in delivering value 
added services in sustainability and environmental management. 

We engage with our tenants on a regular basis, undertake asset-level performance monitoring, 
and conduct site visits attended by our asset management teams. These include a review of each 
asset’s environmental profile covering energy consumption.  

Combined with annual risk audits and specialist input from external consultants, these provide 
an opportunity to identify inefficiencies, and prioritise investments that are subsequently fed into 
the annual business plans for individual properties.  

Within the context of our business model and portfolio, the most significant legislation includes 
the Décret Tertiaire which informs both our refurbishment and asset management strategy. The 
legislation, introduced in 2019, sets ambitious goals related to building energy consumption, and 
provides a legal basis for monitoring and reducing energy use in buildings. Specifically, it 
requires: 



• A 40% reduction in energy consumption for buildings over 1000m2 in the tertiary sector 
by 2030, increasing to 50% by 2040 and 60% by 2050.  

• Annual reporting of building energy performance (covering both landlord and tenant 
consumption) via an online platform by September 2021. 

As noted, compliance with the legislation informs our investment strategy, refurbishment and 
asset management activities, as well as our engagement with tenants 

Additional ESG aspects are largely determined by the individual characteristics of each asset; its 
value-add potential determines the level of investment necessary in line with our overall 
investment strategy and legal obligations. Consequently, we do not apply a portfolio-wide 
environmental management system, and ESG criteria are not included in the key performance 
indicators for assets managers.   

Beyond ensuring compliance with legal requirements, we engage with tenants at their request 
and as part of our asset management activities for each property. Additional engagement on ESG 
issues is guided by our BREEAM achievement target.  

We also engage with tenants via our property managers who typically meet with tenants twice a 
year (with one meeting attended by RedTree Capital). The meetings provide an opportunity to 
listen to tenants and discuss any concerns or requests they may have in relation to the property 
and its management. The feedback is used to inform our small works plan for each property for 
the year ahead, such as the installation of EV charging points.    

Significantly, the Décret Tertiaire necessitates the sharing of landlord and tenant consumption 
data, and an environmental annex has been included in our lease terms to facilitate this. 

Beyond energy consumption, we identify environmental objectives on an asset-by-asset level. 

3.3 ESG policy and strategy at Management Company Level 

Redtree Capital works on a profit sharing schemes by proposing Management Team to invest 
their own personal capital into the Fund and Co-investment projects. Acquisitions costs and 
capital gains earned derived from carried interests by RedTree Capital are distributed to employee 
through exceptional bonuses. RedTree also encourages employee participation in decision-
making processes.  

The team is working in a multi-generational and multi-gender environment:  

- 20 – 30: 5 people 
- 30 – 50: 3 people 
- +50: 2 people 

50% of the staff is composed of women/men.  

4. Principal Adverse Impacts  

RedTree Capital considers the main negative impacts of its investment decisions on sustainability 
factors. 



RedTree pays particular attention to:  

- Energy consumption  
- Greenhouse gas emissions 
- Water consumption  
- Waste generation 
- Health and safety policy 

Principal adverse impacts are considered by RedTree through the analysis and monitoring using 
ESG indicators to assess principal adverse impacts throughout the investment-decision process 
described in RedTree ESG policy (please refer to 4.1 RedTree ESG policy and strategy)  

5. RedTree adherence to responsible business conduct codes and internationally recognised 
standards  

INREV Sustainability Reporting 

RedTree Capital is preparing annual sustainability report using the INREV Sustainability Reporting 
Guidelines.  

As a non-listed real estate investment manager domiciled in France, we have chosen to report in 
line with the Guidelines to demonstrate how we integrate environmental, social and governance 
standards into our investment strategy and asset management activities, and communicate our 
longer-term objectives and targets for portfolio. 

The report aligns with our ESG policy which sets out our approach to identifying and mitigating 
ESG-related risks through our investment management activities, and affirms our commitment to 
provide regular ESG disclosures for the benefit of our fund investors, partners and wider 
stakeholders.  
 
UN Principles for Responsible Investment 

RedTree Capital is in the process of becoming a signatory of the UN Principles for Responsible 
Investment (PRI). Its goal is to understand the implications of sustainability for investors and 
support signatories to facilitate incorporating environmental, social and corporate governance 
issues into their investment decision-making and ownership practices.  

We will prepare our first report demonstrating how we uphold the six Principles in 2022.  

 
GRESB 

RedTree Capital has committed to participating in the annual GRESB survey. The GRESB survey 
is a demanding questionnaire that requires a thorough approach to the management of ESG risks 
and opportunities across your value chain, and comprehensive data.  

 

 


